
Discipline/Classroom Behavior Plan

The discipline plan that we will be using in kindergarten through second grade is an individual

“fix-it” plan using the flip card system.

*Each class will make a list of appropriate behaviors (Above the Line) and a list of

inappropriate behaviors (Below the Line). The class will discuss the behavior list so that

everyone understands what is expected during school. This plan will also be shared with the

other teachers the children work with during the day.

 As with any discipline plan, our plan takes into account our knowing of the child

and what is best for that particular child.

 Our behavior plan will use a “flip card system,” which is used as needed on an

individual basis. Each child will get a verbal warning for a “below the line”

behavior such as talking out of turn, not following directions, etc. (please see

that classroom list of appropriate/inappropriate behaviors) before having to

turn their card, or having the teacher turn it. The next verbal warning after that

will result in turning their card from green color to another color. The following

verbal warning will result in turning their card to another color and the last

warning will be turning their card to red. Each student starts over each day

with a green card.

o Each time a card is turned the classroom teacher will record why the card

is turned in a register, such as their grade book, before the school day

ends. If a red card is turned – a “fix-it” plan will be sent home that

afternoon.

o Children may receive a “fix-it” plan immediately for more serious offenses

such as hitting, swearing, talking back to the teacher, etc.

o “Fix-it plans that are not returned the next school day will be followed

with a phone call home. A copy of the “fix it” plan and checklist are

attached.

o Classroom rewards/goals (such as a special party) can be earned when

cards are not turned. Rewards/goals will be determined by the individual

classroom.

o Catch Them Being Good Awards and individual notes may be given to the

girls and boys to take home as a reward.

Our discipline plan is successful most of the time because the children create the

behavior lists and are able to have some ownership in how their class is run. If you have any

questions, please let your child’s teacher know. Thank You!


